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Abstract :
In the high mountain rock walls of the Mont Blanc massif, changes in the granite surface colour are related to its exposure age. The light grey colour of fresh
rock surfaces turns orange when is long exposed to weathering. In order to study this colour/age relationship, reflectance spectroscopy was performed on 73
samples, and Terrestrial Cosmogenic Nuclide (TCN) dating was used to obtain their surface exposure age. The standard deviation of the reflectance values was
calculated for each wavelength of the visible spectrum to study the behaviour of each spectral region. The aim was to find two colour regions that showed
opposite behaviour, and once they are combined, they could provide a representative index of the rock colour changes that are linked to the degree of
weathering. As an adaptation of the Green Red Vegetation Index used to measure colour changes in vegetation, the GReen- Infrared GRanite Index (GRIGRI), a
normalized difference between the granite 770 nm and 530 nm reflectance values, was developed. The GRIGRI value of a weathered granite surface has a close
relationship with its exposure age (R2 = 0.85). The reflectance spectra of seven samples for which TCN dating failed and two samples for which the TCN age was
considered to be an outlier were used to calculate their GRIGRI value to assess the colour-based ages, that were plausible according to rock wall morphology
and the TCN exposure ages of the surrounding surfaces. We propose a new method of surface dating for the rock walls of the Mont Blanc massif using reflectance
spectroscopy.

1. Introduction
In the Mont Blanc massif (MBM), rockfalls and rock avalanches are recurrent hazards for infrastructure and alpinists. Rockfalls since the Little Ice Age (LIA) have
been studied by comparison of historical photographs (Ravanel and Deline, 2008, 2010), while current rockfalls are surveyed since 2007 by a network of observers
(Ravanel et al., 2010; Ravanel and Deline, 2013). An increase in rockfall frequency in the massif over the last 30 years is correlated to the permafrost degradation
caused by the current air warming. In order to understand this relationship over a longer timescale, Terrestrial Cosmogenic Nuclide (TCN) surface exposure dating
has been used to date a selection of paleo-rockfalls in the Glacier du Geant basin rock walls (Bohlert et al., 2008; Gallach et al., 2018, 2020). Most of the resulting
ages have been correlated to some warm periods of the Holocene (Gallach et al., 2020).
TCN dating is considered to be the most precise method available for surface exposure dating, however its complexity and expensiveness can become a limitation,
and they sometimes preclude obtaining large statistically robust datasets. In addition, sample preparation is a long process, and it uses several chemical products
(Kohl and Nishiizumi, 1992; Ivy-Ochs, 1996; Merchel and Herpers, 1999) that are toxic and polluting. Complementary to TCN, some faster and less expensive
methods such as weathering rind measurements (Chinn, 1981) and Schmidt-hammer dating (SHD; e.g., Shakesby et al., 2006) have been developed for surface
exposure dating. Although they do not provide similar precision when dating individual events, calibration of a few samples against an independent absolute
dating method (mostly radiometric) results in a calibration curve that can be used for date large datasets (e.g., Chinn, 1981; Gellatly, 1984; Laustela et al., 2003;
Gordon and Dorn, 2005; Tomkins et al., 2016; 2018a; 2018b; Matthews et al., 2018), helping to improve statistics when reconstructing the history of natural
phenomena.
The use of a quick method in the MBM could multiply the number of rockfall ages, improving the detection of high rockfall occurrence periods occurred during
the Holocene and pre-Holocene epochs. The near- vertical slope of the MBM rock walls and the absence of rockfall debris at their base prevents the generalised
use of methods such as weathering rind measurements or SHD. Finding another simple and inexpensive method to date rockfalls is crucial in order to perform a
dating campaign at the scale of the whole MBM massif.
Amongst the characteristics of any geomaterial (e.g., rock, soil, sediment), the colour is one of the most changing due to weathering elements (e.g., water,
chemical elements, microbiota). Because weathering is time-dependent, colour could be a proxy of the duration of weathering. For instance, the intensity of the
red colour resulting from oxidation of ferromagnesian minerals in a soil is an indicator of its pedogenetic stage. Reflectance spectroscopy (Shields et al., 1968)
and spectrophotometry (Torrent et al., 1984) have shown that soil redness is closely linked to the presence of hematite in the parent rock. The colour gradient is
currently used as part of the profile development index of a soil because it is a proxy of the soil age (Harden, 1982; Goodman et al., 2001).
A similar pattern can be established on parent rocks containing ferromagnesian minerals. Changes in the colour of weathered granodiorite surfaces have been
observed, with the fresh rock colour becoming brownish with weathering (Saito et al., 1971). Oxidation of granite creates a colour aureole around biotite (Matsuo
and Sawa, 1972). Performing diffuse reflectance spectroscopy on powdered granites, Nagano and Nakashima (1989) showed that the degree of a weathering
process can be characterised by studying the colour changes.
In the MBM, colour change between fresh and long-exposed granite surfaces is highlighted by each rockfall as follows: light grey colour of a recent rockfall scar
corresponds to non-weathered granite, whereas the surface of long-exposed rock walls has a typical orange-reddish colour, as shown, for example, by the west
face of the Drus (Ravanel and Deline, 2008). Redness of the granite rock surfaces in the MBM was preliminarily shown to be time-dependent by Bohlert et al.
(2008), and was used as a proxy of relative exposure age for TCN dating sampling (Gallach et al., 2018, 2020).
Evolution of the MBM granite redness was first studied by analysing five rock samples that were extracted from the Aiguille du Midi during a pilot campaign
(Bohlert et al., 2008). Laboratory reflectance spectroscopy, allowing quantification of the colour of a given surface, was performed to characterise the colour of

the samples surfaces, and their absolute exposure ages were obtained using Beryllium-10 (10Be) TCN dating. The continuum-removed spectra of the five samples
were successfully correlated to their exposure ages.
In order to verify the relationship between the rock surface colour and its exposure age, a larger study has been performed. When using the continuum-removed
spectra and TCN ages of the whole dataset, the colour/age relationship shows some inconsistencies. In this study, we used different approaches to explore the
colour/age relationship and the colour changes of the MBM granite surfaces, with the aim to estimate the exposure ages using only reflectance spectroscopy.
2. The Mont Blanc granite
The MBM is a crystalline massif that extends over 550 km2 in the Western European Alps; a large area is higher than 3000 m above sea level (a.s.l.), with many
crests and peaks reaching 4000 m a.s.l. It is composed of two main lithological units: a Hercynian metamorphic series on its west (W) and northwest (NW) margins,
and an intrusive late- Hercynian granite in its central and eastern (E) parts. Hercynian and Alpine orogenesis created two main northwest–southeast (NW-SE) and
northeast–southwest (NE-SW) fracture sets, respectively (Bertini et al., 1985; Gallach et al., 2020). The high-elevated central part of the MBM, which is
characterised by its dense fracturation and by the steepness of its rock walls, is very conducive to rockfalls (Deline et al., 2012). 27% of its surface area is covered
by glaciers (Gardent et al., 2014), and continuous permafrost is present in at least 40 km2 of rock walls that are steeper than 40◦ (Magnin et al., 2015).
The granite of the Glacier du Géant basin is the ‘central facies granite’, which is present in most of the MBM (Bussy, 1990) and characterised by its homogeneous
composition (Rossi, 2005). It contains c. 5% of biotite, its main ferromagnesian mineral (Bussy, 1990). Because the microdesquamation of granite and subsequent
formation of grus and/or soil is extremely difficult in cold and dry environments, chemical erosion in the Glacier du G´eant basin can be considered to be nonexistent. However, chemical weathering of the ferrous iron (Fe2+) contained in the biotite of granitic surfaces produces soluble ferric iron (Fe3+) oxides, i.e. goethite
α-FeO(OH) and hematite Fe2O3 (Nakashima and Nagano, 1989). Precipitation of goethite and hematite in the granite surfaces can create an iron film (Dorn, 1998),
and a weathering rind on most weathered surfaces (e.g., Gellatly, 1984; Kanamaru et al., 2018). In the MBM, this results in the typical orange-reddish colour of
its rock walls (Gallach et al., 2018).
X-ray fluorescence spectrometry with an energy dispersive SPECTRO X-LAB 2000 (SPECTRO Analytical Instruments) was conducted on five samples of the pilot
study (Bohlert et al., 2008), and this method showed a homogeneous rock composition, which means that colour changes in the rock surface are not due to
differences in chemical composition.
3. Rock wall surface exposure dating
3.1. Sampling
All rock samples (Fig. 1; Table 1) have been extracted from nine rock walls that are located in the central part of the MBM at elevations ranging from 3200 to
3800 m a.s.l. and exposed E and SE, where the transition from grey to orange/red colour is the most evident. The northernmost (Aiguille du Midi) and
southernmost (Tour Ronde, on the crest line between France and Italy) sites are 4.2 km apart.
Colour contrast was applied using Adobe© Photoshop to high resolution photographs of the nine sites, to better determine the rock surfaces that were to be
sampled (Gallach et al., 2020). In order to prevent potential 10Be produced in the sampled surfaces before the rock slope failure (inheritance), sampling was
performed on rockfall scars with a depth of >3 m. At the sampling scale, only areas where the surface colour was representative of the average colour of the
given rock wall surface were selected. Sampling was performed by abseiling down each rock wall from its summit, which was accessed either by cable-car or
helicopter, and by cutting a rectangular piece of rock with an angle grinder or a percussion drill. All samples were extracted from slopes in the range 42–90◦
(mean: 76◦), and far from shear zones and ledges in order to prevent snow accumulation that could accelerate rock weathering. Collected samples were 3–8 cm
thick, had a surface >100 cm2, and weighted 1–3 kg. Most of the sample mass was used for TCN dating of rockfall scars; a section with a surface measuring >50
cm2 was reserved for reflectance spectroscopy.
Three sampling campaigns were conducted in 2006, 2011, and 2015–2016. A total of 81 samples, including six replicates and one sample of fresh rock, were
extracted at nine different sites in the Glacier du Géant basin (Gallach et al., 2018, 2020).
3.2. Terrestrial cosmogenic nuclide dating
Surface exposure ages were calculated using 10Be TCN dating. The 25 samples from the 2006 and 2011 campaigns were processed at the University of Zurich
(Switzerland; Bohlert et al., 2008; Gallach et al., 2018). The 10Be/9Be ratios were measured at the ETH Zurich Tandem Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) facility
(Zurich, Switzerland; Kubik and Christl, 2010). The 55 samples from the 2015–2016 campaign were processed at the ISTerre GeoThermoChronology platform
(Grenoble, France; Gallach et al., 2020). The 10Be/9Be ratios were measured at the ASTER-CEREGE Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) facility (Aix-en-Provence,
France; Arnold et al., 2010).
The ages were computed using the CRONUS-Earth Web Calculators version 2.0 (http://cronus.cosmogenicnuclides.rocks/2.0/; Marrero et al., 2016). Surface
exposure ages of the 2006 and 2011 campaigns were re-calculated in 2018 using the same parameters, in order to obtain a homogeneous data set (Table 1;
Gallach et al., 2020).
Snow accumulation was absent, and surface erosion was insignificant because of the low air temperature and fluid percolation, both unfavourable for frost
shattering. Therefore, no correction for snow or for erosion was applied. Potential inheritance at a depth of 3 m was estimated, showing low values (≤2%) in most
cases, and all the 10Be concentrations were corrected. Exposure ages were considered as the minima for the last rockfalls.
62 samples were successfully dated, with exposure ages ranging from 0.03 ± 0.02 to 88.40 ± 7.60 ka.
4. Laboratory reflectance spectroscopy
Reflectance spectroscopy is a remote sensing method that consists of quantifying the amount of natural or artificial light that is reflected by any material surface
(Clark, 1999). It can be performed by laboratory or outdoor spectrometers on a variety of wavelengths in the ultraviolet (UV; ~1–400 nm), visible (~400–700 nm),

near-infrared (NIR; ~700–3000 nm), mid-infrared (MIR; ~3–30 μm), and far infrared (FIR; ~30 μm–1 mm) portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. Laboratory
reflectance spectra are obtained in a controlled environment and are usually corrected according to a blank (the reflectance spectrum resulting from projecting
the same artificial light that was used for the study towards a standard white surface).
Laboratory reflectance spectroscopy was conducted on each sample to quantify the rock surface colour. Reflectance spectra of samples that were collected in
2006 and 2011 (Bohlert et al., 2008; Gallach et al., 2018) were measured at the University of Zurich (Switzerland) using an Analytical Spectral Devices (ASD)
FieldSpec® 3 portable spectro-radiometer covering the range 350–2500 nm (3-nm resolution at 700 nm, sampling interval: 1.4 nm at 350–1050 nm), a Spectralon
white reference panel, and a 3200K Dedolight DLH4 (DLH-4) universal 12/24v tungsten lamp head with Aspherics 2 light source. Each sample was placed onto a
flat surface. The contact probe and the light source were placed 20 cm directly above the sample to obtain a disk of c. 90 mm in diameter as a measurement area.
Four reflectance spectra were obtained for each sample, turning it 90◦ between each measurement, and averaged.
Reflectance spectra of the samples that were collected in 2015–2016 (Gallach et al., 2020) were measured at the IMT Mines Ales laboratory (Alès, France), using
a Konica Minolta CS-2000 spectro-radiometer covering the range 380–780 nm (1-nm resolution, sampling interval: 1 nm), a Barium sulphate (BaSO4) white
reference, and a 4700K light source that provide good D50 light stimulation (Colour Rendering Index of the light source: 99.35) with a smooth, continuous, and
full spectral power distribution. Each sample was exposed on a vertical flat surface normal to the measuring direction. To measure the diffuse reflection and avoid
specular reflection on mineral surfaces, lighting conditions were fixed such that the surface did not shine and was uniformly lighted. The spectrometer and the
light source were placed 3.40 m from the sample in order to obtain a disk c. 48 mm in diameter as a measurement area, which was large enough to measure the
rock colouration rather than the grain colourations. Two reflectance spectra were obtained for each sample, turning it 90◦ between each measurement, and
averaged.
In both campaigns, reflectance spectra were acquired in a dark room with a black background to avoid secondary reflection. To increase the signal/noise (S/N)
ratio, especially for the shorter wavelengths that are characterised by low excitation and detection, all spectra were smoothed performing an 11-nm windowcentred moving average. Although the two datasets were acquired using different experimental setups, the expected difference may be linked to the use of two
white references (Spectralon versus BaSO4), which are commonly used in spectrophotometry either in the laboratory or in the field for the Spectralon reference.
Based on different reflectance spectra found in literature, white reference changes account for only 2% of the different ratio used. For this study, we ignored this
difference and merged both of the datasets.
4.1. Colour-age relationship based on continuum-removed spectra
Colour changes on the MBM granite surface were first studied by Bohlert et al. (2008) using four long-exposed rock samples and a fresh sample. To compare
spectra with different characteristics, reflectance spectra of the sample surfaces were normalised as continuum-removed spectra (Green and Craig, 1985) by
creating a convex hull of every spectrum, and dividing the reflectance values of the spectrum by the values of the resulting convex hull. This results in a normalised
spectrum with reflectance values in the range 0–1.
The results showed a good correlation between the continuum- removed spectra and their TCN exposure ages, as follows: while fresh rock with the youngest
exposure age show normalised reflectance values near 1, spectra of the three oldest samples decreased towards lower values, according to their increasing
exposure age.
Further analysis with a larger dataset was requested to verify these preliminary results. 73 reflectance spectra were available out of a total of 81 samples; 8
samples were not included in the analysis, which corresponded to: 6 samples were TCN replicates of samples ADM1, ADM12 and ECO7; sample ADM3 was
covered by lichen (Bohlert et al., 2008); and sample LA3 was lost. Continuum-removed spectra analysis has been performed using only samples of both known
exposure age and verified reflectance spectra. 15 of the 73 spectra were not included, which corresponded to: 9 samples (ADM6, ADM7, ADM10, CHD7, ECO1,
PYR1, TRI3, TRO3, TRO9) without a TCN age, three TCN ages (ADR7, PYR5, TRI2) that were considered to be outliers (Gallach et al., 2020), and three samples
(ECO6, ECO7, ECO8) that were collected from a surface in the lower part of the Cosmiques spur and that showed an anomalous brown colour that was interpreted
to be the result of iron oxide that precipitated inside the fracture before the rockfall; it, therefore, showed a colour that was considered to be an outlier.
The final dataset of 58 spectra (Fig. 2) confirms the pattern from the pilot study, with feature absorption values decreasing in the 380–600 nm region. The general
shape of the dataset allows detection of three Gaussian-like absorption regions, which correspond to three patterns, with the maximal absorption at 380–450
nm, 450–600 nm, and 600–780 nm.
There is a first-order relationship between the exposure age of the samples and the depth of the absorption regions in their continuum- removed spectra: younger
ages are closer to 1 while older ages show lower values. Continuum-removed spectra are well-designed to detect the degree of weathering of a granite surface.
However, a more detailed analysis of this large dataset revealed some inconsistencies, especially in the 450–590 nm absorption band, as follows (Fig. 2): i) some
spectra cross each other, making it difficult to estimate their relative absorption pattern; ii) some spectra (especially for younger samples) show the band
minimum at around 420 nm, while others are at around 480 nm, which makes it difficult to choose a specific wavelength as a representative value for the degree
of weathering; iii) three spectra for ages >10 ka showed a higher band depth than several spectra that corresponded to younger ages; iv) several spectra for ages
1–5 ka showed similar or lower reflectance than spectra that corresponded to the exposure ages 5–10 ka.
Thus, a method that is based on the continuum-removal filtering is not robust enough to date rock walls because of the dissimilarities between initial colours.
The convex hull fitted on the top of the reflectance spectrum is sensitive to the general colour and can induce changes that are not associated with weathering
but, rather, to initial colours.
4.2. Colour-age relationship based on CIE 1931 x,y coordinates
The CIE 1931 x,y colour space is a theoretical colour representation that allows the information contained in a visible spectrum to be reduced into two values or
coordinates (Ohno, 2000). The resulting x,y coordinates are issued based on the XYZ tristimulus values, which correspond to the three regions that are visible to
the human eye. The CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram allows the visual representation of a given colour.
Conversion of the precedent 58 reflectance spectra to CIE 1931 x,y coordinates resulted in a cluster of dots (Fig. 3). The x,y values form a continuous path, from
c. 0.32,0.34 (corresponding to sample TRO5; 0.12 ± 0.03 ka) to c. 0.4,0.375 (corresponding to the oldest age of the cluster: ADR6, 88.40 ± 7.60 ka). These values
corresponded to the white and orange colour regions, respectively, which are represented in the chromaticity diagram CIE 1931. Although a progressive change
in the values that correspond to the rock surface colour is consistent with their growing exposure age, numerous inconsistences prevent the establishment of a

continuous colour/age relationship based on the use of CIE 1931 x,y coordinates (Fig. 3). The cluster is not a straight line, which may be because the aging
phenomena caused a change in the surface composition.

4.3. Exploring a vegetation index-like method
Vegetation Indices (VI) are commonly based on the ratio between the reflectance values of two channels of an aerial or satellite multispectral image. VIs are used
in remote sensing as an effective tool to map vegetation cover and monitor phenological changes (Tucker, 1978).
Most VIs are based on simple or normalised ratios between Red (~620–700 nm) and NIr (~700–1100 nm) bands on multispectral images. The Normalised
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI; [NIr − Red]/ [NIr + Red]) is widely used in vegetation mapping because living plants absorb radiation in the Photosynthetically
Active Region (400–700 nm) and reflect at wavelengths >700 nm. Although NDVI is used in many phenological studies when mapping or studying specific species
or processes, it presents some problems (e.g., to monitor leaf falling). To solve these problems, many indices have been developed to use remote sensing for any
specific quest (Vescovo et al., 2012).
We evaluated several indices and developed an index that was based on the Green Red Vegetation Index (GRVI). The GRVI is an evolution of the NDVI that uses
the ratio between Green (~500–570 nm) and Red (~620–700 nm) reflectance of plants ([Green − Red]/[Green + Red]; Tucker, 1978), which is very efficient for
measuring colour changes in vegetation (Falkowski et al., 2005; Motohka et al., 2010).
The first step was to reduce and select the spectral bands to use as age predictors to increase the optimisation of the model and to make it more robust. Colour
spectra are known to be characterised by interband broad covariations. To increase the S/N ratio and to reduce the number of bands to be tested, spectra were
resampled linearly at a 10-nm step. Because of the low S/N ratio, the Violet band (<450 nm) was not considered. The most informative bands were selected on
the basis of the variability between spectra (Fig. 4), using the standard deviation (in the dimension of samples with the raw spectra, left axis) and correlation with
the target log age (right axis). Wavelengths are chosen in order to combine a wavelength that is highly informative and well correlated with a wavelength that
has low variability and a low correlation that is used for index normalisation. The Green band (~520–560 nm), with a maximum SD at 530 nm was selected along
with a Red/Infrared band (>590 nm), with a minimum SD at 770 nm. The results confirm that, when considering weathered and non-weathered rock, the main
changes are in the Green band, while reflectance changes in the Red and Near- Infrared band are less significant. As shown in Fig. 2 and in Table 1, old samples
show lower reflectance values in the Green region compared to the young samples, confirming that the weathering-induced redness of the granite surface
corresponds to an increase of Green absorption rather than an increase of Red reflectance.
To test the importance of considering other colours of the visible spectra, Blue (450 nm) and Red (700 nm) wavelengths were also selected, providing four possible
combinations: Blue/Red, Blue/ Infrared, Green/Red and Green/Infrared.
As in the GRVI formula, the following formula was used to reduce the weight of the reflectance value:
Granite Index: (A-B)/(A+B)
where A is the long (700 nm, 770 nm) and B is the short (450 nm, 530 nm) wavelength reflectance value. This index increases with the decrease in the low
wavelength reflectance, in a manner that is similar to the supposed exposure age. Their combinations lead to the following four granite indices (unit: nm):
Blue/Red Index: (700-450)/(700+450):
Blue/Infrared Index: (770-450)/(770+450);
Green/Red Index: (700-530)/(700+530);
Green/Infrared Index: (770-530)/(770+530).
5. Results
5.1. The GReen infrared GRanite index (GRIGRI)
From the 58 samples that were used in the previous steps (section 4.1), four very young samples (ADMf, fresh rock; COS1, 0.03 ± 0.02 ka; ADR3, 0.04 ± 0.01 ka;
and ADR5, age < 0.23 ± 0.09 ka due to analytical problems; Gallach et al., 2020) did not show any weathering and were considered too young for the analysis.
The four granite indices were calculated for the remaining 54 samples and correlated with the surface exposure ages. Because colour changes in a non-linear
way, surface exposure ages (ka) were converted to the natural logarithm (log ka; Table 1).
The first analysis resulted in a good correlation of R2 ≥ 0.66 for the four granite indices, but the best correlated index was the ratio between Green and Infrared
reflectance values (R2 = 0.72, n = 54). This is in agreement with the standard deviations and the correlation values that are shown in Fig. 4: the higher standard
deviation and anti-correlation are in the green band, while the lower standard deviation and anti- correlation are in the infrared band, which optimised the
prediction. To consider the potential bias in exposure age determination and colour estimation, a robust statistic method led to exclusion of four outliers based
on their Cook’s distance (ECO2, PYR2, TRI7, TRI9), and this resulted in a robust correlation (R2 = 0.85, n = 50; Fig. 5). Modelling hereafter uses this robust dataset
of 50 samples.
To characterise the weathering of the MBM high altitude granite, we propose the following GReen Infrared GRanite Index (GRIGRI; Table 1):
GRIGRI = (R770 nm - R530 nm) / (R770 nm + R530 nm) where R is reflectance of the corresponding wavelength. The linear model (Fig. 6) was calculated using
a Monte Carlo procedure to propagate age uncertainty in the Gaussian distribution for age uncertainty. The convergence was checked with the main model
parameters (slope, Y intercept, and R2). This model was steady and a convergence was reached in less than 100 iterations. A Bootstrap cross-validation using a
2/3-to-1/3 ratio of training vs. validation set was then used to estimate the uncertainty of the linear model (confidence interval, prediction interval, and root
mean square error).
Partial least squares (PLS) regression for the chemometric procedure (Wold et al., 1984) was also tested, but the prediction increase was low (R2 = 0.81). Following
a parsimony view, hereafter, we use and discuss the simple GRIGRI linear model.

5.2. Using the GRIGRI where TCN dating failed or was an outlier
Nine samples had an unknown exposure age because TCN dating failed or their exposure age was considered to be an outlier. Because their reflectance values
were available, they were used as the first dataset for GRIGRI exposure dating (Table 2).
Seven of eight samples for which TCN dating failed were used, and ECO1 was excluded because of its exceptionally dark colour, which was presumably due to
iron precipitation (metasomatism) in the fractures before the rockfall. Three samples (ADR7, PYR5, TRI2) had a TCN age that was considered to be an outlier
(Gallach et al., 2020). Among these, TRI2 was not used for the test because it presented a strong surface desquamation; neither its surface nor its colour directly
resulted from the rockfall that exposed the scar.
GRIGRI ages obtained for these nine samples were consistent with the TCN ages and the geomorphology of the surrounding sampling sites (Fig. 7).
6. Discussion and outlook
6.1. Exposure age modelling considerations
The simplest model presented here allows prediction of the log of exposure ages using a simple colour index. However, scar orientation, slope and elevation are
parameters that could be considered to be important for MBM rock weathering. Furthermore, a single log-linear approach assumes a continuous colour change
during weathering, which does not make sense at the short and long time scales.
During sampling, the bias induced by snow cover was greatly reduced by avoiding cliff ledges. Aspect and elevation weight were explored using multilinear
modelling and analysis of prediction error (residuals). PLS or simple multilinear modelling were attempted many times. Modelling was never better than those
that were estimated using a single parameter. Independency of topographical parameters and model ages could be explained by the predominance of
atmospheric exposure (oxidation). Such an interpretation negates the potential role of biotic control on granite weathering, which may be sensitive to
environmental parameters, as demonstrated by many studies (e.g., Etienne, 2002; Wang et al., 2011). To test this assumption, we divided the dataset to produce
south and north subsets upon which the model could be discussed. However, because of the present distribution of ages and aspects (Fig. 1) in the whole dataset,
this work was not possible using either PLS or multilinear modelling. A more reliable analysis was conducted on the prediction error (signed residual between
predicted to empirical age), and no correlation or specific pattern was obtained. According to our present knowledge and the dataset, surface exposure age is
the main factor that controls the surface redness that is linked to granite weathering.
The continuity of weathering with the log of time was tested using the Monte Carlo and Bootstrap method to model the log of age/colour index relationship for
ages that were less than 1, 10, or 100 ka (the whole dataset). For each subset, modelling converges with good confidence. In a more detailed analysis, we observed
that the model quality increased with the age range. This could be artificially linked to the few samples with an old age, which had higher inertia in the model. A
short test using the population of each subset (by random standardisation of the effectiveness in the lower subset) did not change this result. However, coupling
this uncertainty with an increase in the ‘slope’ of the relationship seems to show that, as suspected, the weathering may not be continuous with the log of age.
Indeed, the weathering process is expected to take some time to begin (hundreds of years), and then a period of continuous weathering exists (few kyr), followed
by a period that shows a progressive decrease (tens of kyr, when the steady colour is approached). For example, a logit model for weathering could be introduced
in the model in order to consider the change of weathering intensity over time. This was briefly tested but without a clear improvement because of the age
uncertainty and the limited number of samples. As a perspective, a logit-based model may increase the ability to better predict young and old ages. 6.2.
Application of the GRIGRI in the MBM
The GRIGRI allows estimation of the exposure age of central MBM granite rock surfaces. However, there is an apparent loss of precision for exposure ages that
are older than 10 ka. This can be explained by the growing absolute uncertainty of the TCN ages (e.g., 7.60 ka for ADR6, which has an age of 88.40 ka), whereas
reflectance spectra show that the colour of samples with a multi-millennial age is approaching the steady state (the older the exposure age of a granite surface,
the less its colour variation). Since TCN ages that are older than 10 ka show uncertainties >1 ka (Table 1), these ages are not suitable for direct correlation with
climate periods (e.g., Last Glacial interstadials; Gallach et al., 2020). The GRIGRI becomes less relevant for dating pre-Holocene exposed rock wall surfaces, but
because it does not intend to overcome the precision of other exposure age dating methods, this fact does not become a serious barrier.
6.3. Exploring the use of other remote sensing techniques
Laboratory reflectance spectroscopy is the most reliable method to characterise rock surface colours (Nagano and Nakashima, 1989; Clark, 1999; Sgavetti et al.,
2006; Bohlert et al., 2008). However, mandatory sampling in rock walls is constraining (e.g., helicopter approach, abseiling down the rock walls). A simpler, faster,
and safer method to obtain reflectance spectra of the rock surfaces would allow reflectance spectroscopy studies for the rock walls of a whole massif. The main
problem with collecting reflectance data in situ is light calibration, especially because the high albedo of the glacier accumulation zone at the base of rock walls
saturates the light. Although light calibration for cartographic orthogonal remote sensing images (e.g., satellite imaging, aerial photographs) has been resolved
(e.g., Roujean et al., 1992), short and medium-range spectroscopic techniques (ground or airborne based spectrometers) need to deal with real-time light
calibration for each acquisition point.
The use of photographic techniques could simplify data acquisition. However, RGB values introduce a bias because they are based on the human perception of
colours, which does not necessarily correspond to the colour regions where the rock surface shows different dynamics. This limitation can partly be overcome
with the use of a converted full- spectrum (visible + NIr) photographic camera and photographic blocking filters (Verhoeven, 2008).
Although this is a consideration on the GRIGRI application, it may be used in non-calibrated photographs in order to map the relative exposure ages within a rock
wall.

6.4. Applicability of the GRIGRI
Changes in the rock colour are likely controlled by lithology, weathering processes, and topographical factors. Applying the GRIGRI method to date the exposure
age of rock walls that are situated in a new MBM zone with a different elevation, slope angle and aspect would require an index that is adapted to its specific
colour dynamics. Calibration of the new index against some absolute dating exposure ages is required.
New indices, created by applying the same principles that were used to obtain the GRIGRI, could be applicable to other granitic massifs with a similar rock
composition and climate conditions (e.g., the Cerro Torre Group, Patagonia; Baffin Island). However, weathering effects are different in limestone massifs: in
contrast to granite surfaces, grey and light orange colours correspond to long-term and recently exposed surfaces, respectively, while the surface may rapidly
reach a steady colour precluding its use as a proxy for exposure age.
When designed for surfaces with a specific mineral composition, the colour index as a proxy for their absolute or relative age seems promising for geomorphologic
studies.
7. Conclusion
The grey colour of the Mont Blanc granite (exposed due to a rockfall) becomes orange when exposed for a long time to subaerial conditions. The rock colour
is considered to be a proxy of the time that the granite has been exposed to weathering, and it was successfully used as a relative exposure age when sampling
granite for a large TCN dating campaign. The colour of each dated surface was measured under laboratory conditions using reflectance spectroscopy, and the
granite colour/age relationship was explored with different methods using the correspondent exposure age. The study led to the following conclusions:
1. Continuum-removed spectra and CIE 1931 x,y values of the rock surfaces can be used to study their degree of weathering, but not as a proxy for their exposure
ages.
2. A statistical procedure allows to obtain the GRIGRI, a colour index that combines the reflectance values at 530 nm (Green) and 770 nm (NIr) wavelengths. The
GRIGRI values were successfully correlated (R2 = 0.85) to their corresponding TCN exposure ages, and therefore, GRIGRI can be used as a proxy for rock exposure
age.
3. The GRIGRI value of nine samples where TCN dating failed was used in order to obtain their exposure ages. The resulting ages are consistent with the TCN ages
and with the geomorphology surrounding their sampling sites. Therefore, the GRIGRI is a quick, easy, and inexpensive tool for dating the surface exposure age of
the rock surfaces in the central area of the Mont Blanc massif.
4. This method is relevant when dating Holocene rockfalls; its precision decreases with rock surfaces that are older than 10 ka, which is partially due to the
increasing uncertainty of TCN dating.
5. Further steps in the study are to design a light calibration method for in situ spectroscopy. Succeeding in this goal would allow a large-scale reflectance
spectroscopy campaign to be performed, thus obtaining reflectance data from all of the rock walls on the catchment scale. Once converted to the exposure ages
using the GRIGRI, the resulting dataset would help to better understand the relationship between rockfall occurrence and the climatic conditions during the
Holocene.
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Tab. 1. Exposure age and reflectance values of the four selected wavelengths for the 58 dated granite samples from Mont Blanc massif rock walls used for the
colour-age relationship study. As colour changes in a non-linear way, surface exposure ages (ka) are converted to natural logarithm (log ka). ADM: Aiguille du
Midi; ADR: pointe Adolphe Rey; CHD: Chandelle du Tacul; COS: lower Cosmiques ridge; ECO: Cosmiques spur; LA: pointe Lachenal; PYR: Pyramide du Tacul; TRI:
Trident du Tacul; TRO: Tour Ronde E face.
Tab. 2. RIGRI dating of 7 samples for which TCN failed, and 2 samples for which TCN age is considered outlier.
Sample

Green reflectance Infrared
Green
value (530 nm)
reflectance value Infrared
(770 nm)
Index
(GRIGRI)

GRIGRI
GRIGRI
age (log, ka) age (ka)

ADM6

0.167

0.291

0.271

2.82

16.80

ADM7
ADR7
CHD7
PYR1
PYR5
TRI3
TRO3
TRO9

0.194
0.248
0.277
0.267
0.443
0.287
0.276
0.351

0.346
0.353
0.313
0.305
0.493
0.312
0.281
0.361

0.281
0.174
0.062
0.066
0.053
0.043
0.009
0.015

2.99
1.19
− 0.70
− 0.62
− 0.84
− 1.01
− 1.58
− 1.48

19.89
3.30
0.50
0.54
0.43
0.36
0.21
0.23

Fig. 1. Pole projection of strike and dip for all the sampling surfaces (Wulf stereonet). Blue: samples used for the GRIGRI analysis; red: samples with no TCN age.

Fig. 2. Measured reflectance spectra and continuum-removed (normalized) spectra of the 58 dated granite samples from the Mont Blanc massif rock walls. Colours
are according to sample exposure ages, with grey: <0.3 ka; yellow: 0.3–1 ka; orange: 1–5 ka; red: 5–10 ka; and purple: >10 ka.

Fig. 3. Diagram of the CIE 1931 x,y values of the 59 granite samples from the Mont Blanc massif rock walls, with seven representative TCN surface exposure ages.
Colours are according to sample exposure ages with same significance as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Left axis (black circles): standard deviation every 10 nm in the final dataset spectra. Right axis (white line): correlation with the target log age. Background
colours represent the theoretical colour of the corresponding wavelengths.

σ uncertainty; dashed black lines represent confidence interval (p < 0.05). Crosses: four samples (ECO2, PYR2, TRI7, TRI9) excluded from the
calculation because they were considered to be outliers according to their Cook’s distance; they were included in the figure only for visualisation purposes.

confidence interval (P < 0.05).

σ uncertainty; dashed black lines represent

